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Since early 2015 I’ve been unable to pay BLT’s webmaster and so started a FB
page to keep people informed to some extent about ongoing crop circle-related
events. On August 14, 2016 after a FB post about Robbert v/d Broeke’s video of
a light-ball (http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/bolcropcircle2016.pdf) making a
crop circle, followed by another about Laurance Rockefeller forwarding two BLT
reports (http://www.bltresearch.com/published/facebookclosure.pdf) to his friend
Dr. John H. Gibbons, previous Chief Advisor to the President regarding the White
House Office of Science & Technology and later an advisor at the U.S. State
Department--my FB page suddenly disappeared, making it imperative that I ask
for donations to BLT to pay for updates to the website.

Nancy’s FB page, inexplicably reinstated on September 14, 2016.
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009354713899

Although my FB page has now reappeared, posts there are not in-depth. To
keep critical details coming in full reports BLT needs your financial support and
I’ve finally established a PayPal account. Donations of any amount are greatly
appreciated and for U.S. citizens all donations are tax-deductible, since BLT
is a 501-3C non-profit corporation. Thank you for your support….

2016 - Robbert v/d Broeke watches 4 light-balls shoot “laser-like” light beams at sloping side
of highway, creating 4 “messy” circles in wild grasses & nettles.

Around midnight on the night of August 13-14, 2016 (Dutch time) Robbert v/d
Broeke (see multiple reports: www.bltresearch.com/robbert.php) began to get the
“restless” feeling he usually does when something anomalous is about to happen.
Although he rarely goes out alone at night and especially doesn’t like to use his
motorbike when there is a lot of traffic, the feeling was so strong he did go out
around 1:30am, driving first to Zegge and then to Ruchpen (2 villages in his
area)—but saw nothing unusual and so turned back toward his apartment in
Bosschenhoofd.
At the end of the bridge near the Bosschenhoofd airport and the “Eye” design in
planted flowers his motorbike suddenly stopped by itself & he couldn’t re-start it.
He had began pushing the bike when he saw a big flash of light and 4 light-balls
(1 big & 3 smaller ones) suddenly appear, followed by “laser-like light beams”
shooting down from the BOLs to the sloping side of the road on his right. He also
heard an “electrostatic” type of noise as these light beams hit the ground. Then
the light-balls, one by one, just went out & disappeared.

Robbert’s drawing of relative sizes & placement of 4 circles created by
4 different-sized BOLS & “laser-like” light beams.
(Drone could not be used due to proximity of circles to airport runway.)

Grains mixed in with wild grasses & nettles show nodes bent downward (white arrows),
elongated nodes (red arrows) & expulsion cavities (blue arrows) throughout.
(See: http://www.bltresearch.com/plantab.php )

As Robbert walked closer to the edge of the road he saw 4 circles flattened in a
line along the side of the slope, overgrown with wild grasses and nettles (which
have very sharp spines that sting if touched). He walked carefully down to the
circles to feel the energy (which he says was very “gentle”) and, when he got to
the last circle, was “flabbergasted” as an “electric” discharge of some kind--a
bright flash of light--occurred right between his feet. In spite of his sense that this
discharge was electrical, he did not FEEL a shock of any kind.

Four circles formed by 4 BOLs shooting light-beams down to ground only meters away,
as Robbert pushed his bike along edge of highway.

Circle #1 (closest to road) with Bosschenhoofd “Eye” & small local
airstrip in background.

Circle #1 formed around a clump of thick-stemmed nettles, which were splayed radially
outward into other wild plants & grasses.

Robbert had to walk carefully around this circle because it had formed around
thick-stemmed nettles which have sharp barbs along their stems which are
painful if touched (notice Astrid is wearing gloves in close-up photos she took the
next morning).
All photos in the rest of this 2016 report were taken by Astrid Wevers-grims
on September 15, only hours after Robbert watched the circles form.

Thick stems of various plants were curved along their entire lengths, mixed in
among the other wild grasses & plants.

Photographer Astrid Wevers-grims is wearing gloves as she works to get close-up
shots of bent nettles in Circle #1.

When this kind of bending is documented in thick-stemmed plants within hours of
a circle forming (without concurrent breakage), the stem bending is caused by
the heat-producing energy component (microwave radiation) of the circlecreating energy complex (http://www.bltresearch.com/published/physics.html)
instantly heating up the plants’ internal moisture to steam--thus softening both
the stems’ internal and external fibers so the plants can be flattened without
breakage of the normally rigid stems.

nd

2 circle occurred mostly in grasses & was slightly farther down
slope along edge of road.

Circle #2, showing generally “fluffy” lay & marked browning of grasses,
compared to other circles.

The second circle formed primarily in grasses and it appears that the heat from
the “laser-like” light-beams Robbert observed shooting down from the light-balls
to the roadside caused considerable drying out and browning of the grass.

Since several of the documented plant abnormalities found in genuine crop circles are known
to be caused by heat, did the “light-beams” dry out the grasses in Circle #2?

Grasses swirled around one of the apparently untouched green clumps
in Circle #2.

Circle #3 included swirled, thick-stemmed plants along with grasses.

In ALL of these circles which included wild grains of varities examined by BLT in
hundreds of genuine crop circles from multiple countries over the years, clear
elongated nodes and expulsion cavities--the two scientifically-documented
VISIBLE plant changes known to be caused by the not-fully-understood circlemaking energy complex (http://www.bltresearch.com/plantab.php) in BLT’s
published papers (http://www.bltresearch.com/published.php) were present--as
well as downward-bending plant stem nodes (rather than upwardly bent, the
natural attempt of plants to reoirient to sunlight, called “phototropism”). The
presence of thick-stemmed weeds bent in circular swirls, without breakage, is
another clear indication that these “messy” circles—created by “laser-like” light
beams emanating from visible light-balls—were in fact the real McCoy.

Red arrows indicate elongated nodes; blue arrows point to expulsion cavities (holes blown
out at the stem nodes); white arrows indicate downward bending nodes.

After Robbert experienced the brilliant “electric” light discharge in-between his
feet in Circle #4, he didn’t stay on the roadside much longer. Always concerned
that he might be seen and then accused (once the circles were discovered the
next day) of making them mechanically, he decided to leave.
Returning to the motorbike he began to push it again, but then got a thought that
perhaps it might now start normally and—when he tried--found it did start, so he
was able to drive the rest of the way home. He told me that night he thinks that if
the motorbike hadn’t stopped by itself earlier he would not have seen the lightballs or the “laser-like” beams of light shooting down to the field…and wouldn’t
have seen the circles, since he was driving at normal speed on the highway.
Robbert describes event: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WivN5_CyMy4

Circle #4 (smaller than #1 & #2) was swirled around a single standing nettle in
amongst multiple wild grasses & weeds.
_____________________

In a recent Skype talk Robbert told me about riding on the dike near his “Special
field” around 3pm on a sunny afternoon in 1998—that he had felt he should go to
that place. The wheat was green and out of the corner of his eye Robbert saw a
white light-ball, “bigger than a football,” just hanging in the air “like a little sun”
about 15m away. He stopped the bike and the BOL came closer and began to

rotate down low over the grain and, although he didn’t visually see the “laser-like
beams” this time, he felt the light-ball was sending invisible “radiation” down to
the crop and he heard the now-familiar “static-like” noise for about 15 seconds.
As he watched, the light-ball went down into the wheat, then rose and slowly
condensed into a non-circular form and hung “vibrating” right over the crop
formation it had just made--then shot straight up and disappeared.

Robbert’s drawing of 1998 “messy” crop formation made by light-ball which, if he hadn’t
seen the BOL make it, he would have thought was a hoax—a “very bad one.”

Walking into the field he was aware of the smell of “cut grass” and found the
ground in the formation was still warm, but the plants were a “mess,” broken
stalks standing throughout the flattened areas and the seeds fallen out on the
ground, as if “somebody had stomped” on them. The “lay,” such as it was, was
totally chaotic, with broken and partially-standing plants mixed in with bent over
and “cut” plants amongst the more-typically flattened crop…to the point where
parts of the overall outline were hard to distinguish.
The standing plants around the edge of the circle were also damaged, as if
something “sharp had cut into them” and he could see the stems’ internal
moisture exuding from these “cut” stems. I’ve seen “cut” stems (usually a 45°
angle) in several formations, once just outside a very geometric double spiral in
Germany in the early 1990s, and they’ve been photographed elsewhere also.
From Robbert’s description of this formation and his drawing, it does seem likely
that most people’s expectation of what a crop circle should look like would ruleout their acceptance that this one was genuine—not mechanically flattened by
people—in spite of the fact that Robbert visually saw a light-ball make it.

45 degree “cut” marks found on multiple occasions in crop formations in several countries
is a feature not yet explained.

Multiple cuts and broken stems around perimeter of crop formation inside a
standing section of plants inside a crop circle.

BLT’s peer-reviewed and published (http://www.bltresearch.com/published.php)
findings consistently emphasize the fact that overall “geometric” design and
tightly-flattened, symmetrical lays within precise perimeters are not proven
indicators of authenticity. W.C. Levengood’s 1994 crop circle paper featured a
decidedly “un-geometric” U.S. formation in which the plant abnormalities proved
it was genuine, and the most thoroughly scientifically-evaluated formation to-date
known to be real—the 1999 Edmonton, B.C., Canada formation subjected to both
Levengood’s standard plant and soil tests as well as to x-ray diffraction of clay
minerals in its soils (http://www.bltresearch.com/xrd.php) by additional scientific
experts in the XRD technique and in clay mineralogy--had a totally “chaotic” lay.

“Chaotic” lay in most scientifically-vetted & unequivocally authentic crop circle evaluated
to-date, based on multiple parameters by multiple scientists.

Robbert reports that during the 1998 light-ball event he had the feeling the lightball was “aware” of him and that the energies involved came out of “another
dimension,” more like the “world” where we go when we die. He also said he felt
that some part of himself was IN the actual light-ball, that his consciousness was
functioning in conjunction with the consciousness he perceived was present in
the light-ball itself.
Robbert did tell his parents and his father did photograph the 1998 light-ball circle
(we don’t have access to those images) but Robbert never told anyone else
about that formation, since he was certain it would be considered a hoax.

July 18, 2010-lay in UK crop circle at Wentworth Castle which looks much like Robbert’s
description of what he found in the 1998 Dutch BOL formation.

I regret this 2010 UK circle wasn’t sampled. It was a fairly large ring made up of
multiple-sized circles and looked quite “geometric” from the air…and I’ll bet that,
had it been tested, we would have found it was genuine. Which, if it was, would
be a reminder not to “judge a book by it’s cover.” The crop circle phenomenon is
much more complicated than most people appreciate…and there is still a great
deal to learn.
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